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Two-thirds of company leaders are actively engaged in the Metaverse and more than 80% expect it to be “business as usual” 
for their organisations within the next 2-3 years. We are ready to embark on this Web3 journey together.

Discover opportunities through Unlimited Reality 
that will help you to do Responsible Business

Pioneer experiences, simulations and immersive trainingsEstablish risk frameworks for ideation and sustainability



Multi-risk simulations
Major incidences occur in our
client’s warehouses. This
training provides more safety
on the work floor by
addressing real live risks to
new and current employees.

Cyber incident simulation
Immerse yourself in our virtual cyber war room, actively 

play through a ransomware scenario and observe the 

direct impact of an attack. The gamified experience 

creates a deep understanding of cyber risks, how to deal 

with them, and improve organizational resilience.

Mixed reality try-outs
We build an MR experience 
for Cupra presenting their 
product in an engaging, 
interactive and immersive 
3D environment.

Origin of products
Elevate customer 
awareness and foster 
lasting product loyalty by 
empowering them with a 
clear understanding of their 
purchase.

Future of shopping 
Offer customers the next 
generation shopping 
experience by immersing 
them in virtual worlds 
portraying product stories.

Hands-free work
instructions
Using AR for work 
instructions, you can have 
both hands free improving 
e.g. maintenance efficiency.

Enterprise solutionsCustomer experienceCrisis Simulation

Digital Twins for efficiency
Deloitte helped Aldi to build a virtual store for several 

defined test concepts enabling the ability to compare 

layout configurations. Using virtual simulations, they 

obtained feedback that would be difficult to do 

physically in-store considering potential costly operation 

issues.

Deloitte has a first-mover approach and already 
developed multiple Unlimited Reality prototypes
Deloitte has successfully developed 7+ easily implementable and highly scalable prototypes, revolutionizing your organization

without the need for major adjustments.

https://vimeo.com/836215687/05d14a9c57
https://vimeo.com/781518878/dca17fdb0b
https://vimeo.com/838320622/5326da729c?share=copy
https://vimeo.com/806671153/087c106eec
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Get in touch with us

Come and experience the potential 
of Unlimited Reality in Amsterdam

Scan the QR code to
plan your visit
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https://vimeo.com/806671153/087c106eec
https://vimeo.com/809855202/d714cf95e0
https://vimeo.com/836215687/05d14a9c57

